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A Layered Reputation Model

for Peer-to-Peer Systems

Elodie Fourquet

Abstract. In this paper we present the design of a new layered reputation management scheme
for peer-to-peer systems. Peers are separated into layers based on reputation assessments. In each
layer interaction is direct and between layers interaction is controlled by the rules of the
reputation mechanism. The peer position among the layers is a measure of the quality of his
investment in the well-being of the system. The higher layers, compared to lower ones, are
environments of better quality. The aim of the reputation system is to promote filtering out of
bad content and sharing good or new content. Peers that have been recognized to behave well are
granted privileges: better access to files and control the reputation of less well-behaved peers.
Simulations show that introducing good, and especially new, content permits a peer to climb the
reputation layers, whereas introducing bad content makes a peer fall into the lowest reputation
layers. Also, cleaning downloaded content is rewarded by the reputation mechanism, so that bad
content is localized in the bottom layers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Trust is a fundamental issue in environments that support interaction between anonymous agents.
Various online systems have introduced reputation mechanisms to encourage trust among such
participants. Reputation is an evaluation of behaviour done by third parties, who report the quality of
past interactions. It provides a frame of reference that makes the environment more predictable. In
online systems reputation helps a participant to distinguish among agents who behave well and agents
who behave badly; it reproduces the effect of ‘word-to-mouth’ advertising which is important in face-
to-face dealings. eBay, an online auction system, introduced a feedback mechanism [4], which
distinguishes buyers and sellers who are reliable from those who are not. Each participant’s
reputation is available in the form of displayed feedback values. Therefore, reliable participants are
rewarded by being involved in more transactions, which increases their business revenues. In online
commerce, it is a big advantage to be rated the best.

However, peer-to-peer systems support domains of free online exchange, for example in sharing
content or processing. For service to be consumed, it first needs to be offered. But, the anonymity
that prevails in online exchanging system, allows bad peers to take undue advantage of the generosity
of good peers. The result is not fair: the best peers work hardest for the benefit of those who abuse or
pollute the system. We want to find a remedy to this social abuse, by encouraging all users of the
system to participate equally. Our goal is that peers provide new and good content: good behaviour
that permits the exchange system to be neither inefficient nor stale. We therefore need to create an
incentive for good behaviour. Our reputation mechanism achieves this goal by serving the good peers
well and the bad ones poorly, so that the participants will want to have a good reputation to make the
system work well for them. To do so, the mechanism segregates the peers in different regions
according to their level of contribution. It is essential to strongly separate bad peers that aim to
spread bad content from good peers that share valuable content. The problem of recognizing the
behaviour of a peer entering the system is crucial. The mechanism needs to place new peers in the
appropriate region, each gathering peers that have similar kind of intentions. Moving peers to the
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region where they deserve to be placed, needs to be effective and quick so that no sufficient time is let
to those who would like to harm considerably the regions they traverse.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Reputation systems are integrated into peer-to-peer file exchange system to fight against bad peers
and free-riders, who compromise the existence of the system, either by trying to destroy its efficiency
or by exploiting its richness. They allow peers to differentiate between good peers, those who
conform to expected behavioural norms (meaning exchanging valuable and not harmful content), and
bad peers, those who behave subversivly. When a reputation mechanism is well-designed and robust,
good peers are able to recognize and ignore bad peers, minimizing their bad effects without expelling
them from the system.
Literature on peer-to-peer reputation mechanisms focuses on one major issue: how to make a
reputation system efficient and robust in the absence of central authority in a decentralized
infrastructure. A decentralized configuration makes the mechanism scale well but, compared to
centralized configuration, its robustness is complex since trustworthiness of every peer is
questionable. The technical challenges of integrating a decentralized reputation system have been
addressed in various papers.

Aberer and Despotovic were the first to propose a reputation-based trust management for a
decentralized peer-to-peer infrastructure [2]. Their system relies on recording the outcomes of
transactions, so that it provides a globally readable trust value which is stored locally. Their
decentralized storage of past experience values follows the P-Grid method [1], which provides good
scalability. Each peer is responsible for storing the trust of a few other peers, and replicas are used
because of possible failures in the network and possible falsification. Reputation values are based on
the global knowledge of complaints, which are the only data stored. To evaluate the trustworthiness
of a peer, a query is sent in the network. Queries sent for reputation data use the same search
procedure as queries for file request. The request is routed to the locations where the trust value of
the peer is maintained, in an efficient manner because the P-Grid configuration partitions the search
space. Responses from multiple locations provide a variety of views of a peer’s behaviour, some of
which are given by bad peers that alter the values they store. Therefore, the query for reputation
values continues until the responses converge, with false reports being discarded. Usually, bad peers
who are noticed by systematically being rated badly, are assumed to rate inaccurately, so the ratings
they give are not considered trustworthy and are weighted accordingly. However, there is no measure
to prevent peers from inserting arbitrary complains about other peers.

The work by Cornelli et al. is similar as reputation sharing is based on a distributed polling
algorithm [3]. In this paper, anonymity is an important aspect that is preserved: reputation is linked
to an opaque identifier and not to an ip address. When a peer wants to know the reputation of
another peer, he requests other peers to vote based on their past experiences with that specific peer.
In the basic polling, voters do not need to give their opaque identifier, but their legitimacy need to be
verified. Therefore, when peers are queried about someone’s reputation, the vote process uses
encrypted mechanisms to verify that a voter issued a single vote. In the enhanced polling version,
voters do include their opaque identity in order to permit the peer who launched the query to weight
the vote received according to his trust in the responder. This method has a cost in that polling and
voting are as costly as file requests broadcast through the entire network, unlike Aberer and
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Despotovic method where searches for trust values are less expensive thanks to the smart routing of
the P-Grid. This additional overhead is a concern, but relative as fully decentralized peer-to-peer
system bandwidth consumption is more due to large file downloads than small query messages.

Kamvar et al. also introduced a reputation system for peer-to-peer networks, called EigenTrust
[6]. The algorithm computes local trust values that are distributed in order to help to reduce the
number of inauthentic files in the network, so that the impact of malicious peers is minimized. Their
method differs from the previous ones, because it aggregates the local trust assessments of all the
peers in the network in an efficient and distributed manner. Therefore, the entire system’s history
from each single peer is taken into account. This characteristic permits robustness even in the case of
important threat configurations, but introduces significant computational overhead.

Beyond the problem to where to store and how to access reputation values in a decentralized
manner, another problem come into play, measuring how credible are the reported ratings. The
above research either assume that the ratings of a peer who spreads bad contents should not be
trusted; or undertakes an extensive search for consistency among the reported ratings, discarding
outliers which are assumed to be from bad peers. In effect, peers can be from many types with regard
to which type of files they provide and to which kind of ratings they give. As underlined by Mekouar
et al. [11], ‘malicious’ peers can be of three types: giving bad files and false ratings; giving bad files
and true ratings; giving good files and false ratings. These observations demonstrate that reputation
scores based only on the quality of uploaded files cannot reflect accurately the quality of the ratings
issued, as in the general case they can be independent variables. To solve the problem Mekouar et al.
proposed a semi-decentralized reputation mechanism that takes into account a new variable
representing the credibility value of ratings reported by a peer, in addition to the one holding the
authenticity of the files he provides, when computing reputation scores. Suspicious transactions,
where the rating given by the downloader contradicts the known reputation of the uploader, are
detected. Peers that are consistently inconsistent with the majority, have a low credibility score.
Having credibility behaviour tracked and paired with the authenticity behaviour, allows better
characterization of peer type. The system can therefore consider the credibility value of the peer who
gave the rating when affecting someone reputation. The combination of values computes a more
robust and meaningful reputation score, improving significantly the satisfaction of downloading
peers. Files are safely downloaded from those who provide authentic content and false ratings, as
their reputation remains high, and only their effect on other reputations is diminished.

Most research on reputation mechanisms for peer-to-peer system uses reputation values as a
selection criterion and not as a reward scheme. Reputation allows good peers to avoid bad peers so
that bad content do not spread as much. However, a peer that has no bad intentions but shares bad
files unknowingly, has the same downloading rights and benefits from fewer download demands. Not
penalizing him for this indulgence means that the incentive to clean files is weak and the system is
more contaminated by bad files. Also, if most content is provided by a small fraction of dedicated
peers, who serve as a data bank and have high-bandwidth, the performance and the social benefit of
the system suffer. Peer-to-per systems should encourage universal participation and cooperation,
instead of relying on few committed peers who are exploited by the mass. Otherwise, the social
behaviour of the committed peers makes their reputations good but, their bandwidth horrible.
Adequate incentive for good behaviour is lacking. We do believe that, in designing a reputation
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system like the feedback system that serves eBay, we should be rewarding the good behaviour and
penalizing the bad, and not the reverse.

Interestingly, Kamvar et al. mention briefly the possibility of rewarding highly reputable peers by
providing them with better quality of service [6], creating an incentive for peers to share more files
and to clean the files they download, but no model for doing so was proposed at that time. However,
in a later work [7], Kamvar et al. investigate the effect of combining their EigenTrust score, which
captures various participation criteria, with an incentive scheme to reward the peers who participate.
They demonstrate that two incentive protocols, based on better downloading bandwidth and larger
time-to-live requests, can be used to reward participation. Similarly, Gupta et al. propose a
reputation scheme, which uses as objective criteria more aspects of peer behaviour than the quality of
files provided. The reputation score takes into account a peer’s support of content search and his
download contribution, as well as his system capabilities: processing, memory, storage and bandwidth
capacities. Reputation is a complex aggregate of many such measures. This solution applies to
decentralized networks, like Gnutella, where reputation values are stored locally and are updated by a
central agent (possibly many), so security precautions are considered. However, enrolment in the
reputation system is voluntary: peers can choose to not enrol and their reputation stays null. The
model does not describe precisely how reputation provides benefits for good behaviour. It is used to
identify well-behaved peers to the others, but could be used to limit free-riders by including policies
that take reputation into account.

One existing peer-to-peer system, KaZaa, did introduce a participation level score, based on the
amount and quality of files transferred, which is used occasionally to benefit well-behaved peers[8].
The participation level score splits peers into three categories: low, medium and high. Then at
critical times, such as periods of high demand, the participation level category is used to prioritize
among the peers.

III. OUR PHILOSOPHY

In the research discussed above we notice three main issues. The first is to find decentralized
methods for storing reputation values that are effective and robust. The second is to make reputation
values from an untrustworthy community more veridical. The third is to give credit or reward to
those who have good reputation values in order to produce a strong incentive for good behaviour.
This paper addresses the last issue.

Introducing an incentive for good behaviour is essential to discourage peers from free-riding and
to encourage peers to clean the files they receive. In the absence of an incentive for good behaviour,
most peers will behave, not badly, but carelessly. They count on the good behaviour of others to
maintain the system and are happy to take advantage of the good files offered by other peers. Careless
behaviour makes it easy for actively bad peers to harm the system. When all non-bad peers behave
perfectly, introducing new good content and removing bad content, the lifetime of bad files is
minimized, and with it their effect on the system. In contrast, if all the non-bad peers behave
carelessly, passing on bad files and keeping good files to themselves, bad peers can more easily
increase the density of bad files enough to destroy the system. Our goal is to produce incentives for
good behaviour, which makes the network more effective.

Good behaviour usually means providing advertised content of acceptable quality, rather than
inappropriate content that wastes downloading resources or harms participants. This definition fails
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to include the amount a peer is willing to share compared to the amount he consumes. Reputation
mechanisms which do not distinguish these two types of peer, produce systems where a large fraction
of greedy peers do not share any content but only take advantage of their reputation scores to select
the few good peers that provide most of the content. Studies on existing peer-to-peer systems show
that free-riding is a common behaviour. For example, on Gnutella 25% of the users share no files,
75% share less than 100 files, and fewer than 7% are responsible for more than half of the available
content [14]. These types of peer behaviour unbalance network load and penalize those peers that
make good content available. However, it is essential that many peers behave well for the system to
survive. Therefore, good behaviour needs to be rewarded instead of being a drawback on the peer
bandwidth performance, and sharing content needs to be included in the definition of good
behaviour, so that peers do not simply free-ride. Also, for an exchanging system to have long term
value, content needs to be renewed. All these aspects, providing good content rather than bad,
sharing content rather than free-riding and producing new content rather than recycling old content,
are our criteria of good behaviour in our reputation mechanism. Peers that do so are encouraged by
receiving preferential treatment.

My purpose is not to advocate sharing of copyrighted digital media, but to investigate conditions
for fairness among participants of an exchange system, by introducing appropriate rights to those that
contribute the most to survival of the community. A peer-to-peer system can produce and share
content that is well-defined by the community standards and will be successful if it encourages
production and participation. Our model is not to provide a treasure house for abusers, who serve
themselves and then scamper off with the loot. Rather our aim is to produce an environment like a
workshop, where creative content production is rewarded. People can agree to share content they
create without concern for intellectual property rights, and in doing so gain access to the production
of others. An environment of exchange and collaboration is a fruitful one, that should be nurtured
with care and respect. The web is a place where information is produced and shared, its infrastructure
initially was a peer-to-peer one, but without anonymity. Peer-to-peer systems with reputation offer
an opportunity for augmenting the strengths of the original internet with anonymity. The peer-to-
peer system, Freenet, has this aim to enable anonymous online publishing of ideas that otherwise
could not pass totalitarian barriers of some countries.

IV. LAYERED REPUTATION MODEL

Informal Description
Our model is different from the reputation models that are proposed for peer-to-peer systems. It is
inspired from a briefly sketched concept of Papaioannou and Stamoulis named ‘layered communities’
[12]. Also the model proposed in this report supplements our initial model [5], simplifying and
refining it.

Layers allow differentiation of peer qualities and enable to apply preferential rules. For example,
using a top-down visual representation, it is easy to conceive rules that are hierarchical, meaning the
top layer exerting dominance on the other layers, and a middle layer exerting dominance only on the
layers below. The key idea is to provide a hierarchy of privileges, so that peers are encouraged to
exhibit good behaviour in order to reach upper layers of the community, which are a more pleasant
and a better environment because of privileges that are granted there.
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Our proposal is a reputation mechanism that builds different layers, each corresponding to a
reputation category. Starting peers are introduced in one of the lowest categories, where they are
allowed to download content only from the peers that are in layers close to or below their own. To
change reputation, peers need to provide files to peers in higher reputation categories than their own.
If the service is judged good, they move up, otherwise they move down. To increase reputation, it is
best to provide good content to better ranked peers, usually new and popular content, which not yet
in the highest layers, stimulates many requests. In the general case, peers can only change the
reputations of those that are below them. The top layer is special in that peers can change each others
reputations. A peer’s goal, therefore, is to be in the highest layer, where it has access to more content
since it has the right to download from anywhere and the right to judge the reputation of others. To
climb up it is necessary to provide good quality content, to clean downloaded files, and to avoid
spreading intentionally bad content. As a result higher layers are safer and cleaner. If a peer in a high
layer provides bad files, he is then given bad ratings, which makes him fall fast into the lower layers.

Thus, our proposed layered reputation mechanism rewards well-behaved peers by partially
isolating them from bandwidth-sapping demands from two kind of bad peers: those who free-ride by
only consuming, neither producing nor sharing, and those who attempt to jeopardize the efficiency
of the system by spreading harmful content. Our mechanism protects those that improve the quality
and quantity of the content, by sharing, producing and cleaning files.

Formal Model
Our reputation mechanism is composed of few basic ingredients.

1.  reputation layers.
2. Higher layers are a better environment: peers have higher reputation scores.
3. Lower layers are a worse environment: peers have lower reputation scores.
4. Moving up among the reputation layers requires improving reputation score, which is done by

providing more content of good quality.
5. Moving down among the reputation layers results from a decreasing reputation score, due to

spreading bad content.
6. A new peer entering into the exchange system starts at one of the lowest reputation layers,

because his behaviour is not yet determined.
These ingredients provide the state of a peer reputation and the policies to change reputation

scores. We will describe more fully their definition and functioning.

Peer’s reputation state

A peer has a reputation grade that includes him in a corresponding reputation layer. The
correspondence between the reputation layers and a specific reputation score is a mapping defined
by the reputation mechanism. An example of such mapping between is illustrated in Table 1.

Each peer  has his reputation described by the following variables:
• : his reputation layer (  where ),

• : his reputation score ( )

• : the number of units, reported good that peer  has delivered in his life time ( ), and

• : the number of units, reported bad that peer  has delivered in his life time ( ),

n

n

i

Li Li k= k 1…n[ ]∈

S i 0 S i 1≤ ≤

Pi i 0 Pi≤

N i i 0 N i≤
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where a unit is one average sized file . If we take the average sized file to be an audio file of size

10MB, , a written document of size 1MB, counts for 0.1 and a video file of size
100MB counts for 10.

When a file is found to be owned by a peer , the file name and size of the file is displayed with the
profile information of the owner. His opaque identifier (authentication identity) and reputation grade
are omitted as superfluous. The profile information is carefully designed to prevent exact identity
authentication, which helps to avoid collusion. We do not want a peer to give good ratings to his
friends and bad ones to his rivals, but to rate honestly according to the file quality. The profile
information of a peer , is as follows.

• - : his reputation layer (  where ),

• - A badge of honour consisting of two numbers:
: the approximate number of the unit average size file , reported good that peer

 has delivered in his life, and

: the approximate number of the unit average size file , reported good that peer

 has delivered in his life.
Approximation is used to make identity authentication more challenging.

Policies

Our reputation mechanism establishes two interaction policies: one for downloading right, one for
rating.

When a peer requests a file, the response is a list of owner profiles with appended file names and
sizes. The list includes only those owners from whom the requesting peer is allowed to download. A
peer is only allowed to download from peers that are either below him or close to him in the
reputation layers. Specifically, a peer is allowed to download from a peer , if and only if

. Therefore, if a file exists only in the highest layer, peers from the lowest layers must wait
patiently as the file comes slowly down. Peers that are a single layer below are allowed to download
from the highest layer, so after a while the file is present there, and makes its way further down a layer
at the time.

After a download a peer submits an appreciation mark according to the quality of the file he
received: +1 for a good file and -1 for a bad file. The appreciation mark is used to update either the
number of files reported good or the number of files reported bad of the uploading peer, by an
amount dependent on the size of the file downloaded. However, the actual impact on the reputation
score of the uploading peer is limited by the privileges of the downloading peer. Only downloading
peers whose reputation layer is higher than that of the uploading peer change the reputation score of
the latter. There exist an exception as peers from the highest layer change each other’s reputations
score when they download from each other. The sign of the change in reputation score depends on
the appreciation mark and the magnitude of change depends on the file size and the reputation layer
of the uploading peer. For example, providing a bad file when one belongs to the highest reputation
layer is more harmful, and more severely punished. Also, starting peers are motivated by climbing
faster for good files. Thus, the increments and decrements in reputation scores depend on of the
reputation layer. An example is shown in Table 1.

A

A 10MB=

j

j

L j L j k= k 1…n[ ]∈

aP j A

i

aN j A

i

i j
Li 1 L j≥+

M
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Formally, consider the appreciation mark submitted by the downloading peer for a file of size
 obtained from the uploading peer . The reputation variables of peer  change as follows.
1. Regardless of the reputation layer of the downloading peer with respect to the uploading one,

the badge of honour is updated,

if , then ,

otherwise, , and .

2. Depending on the reputation layer of the downloading peer with respect to the uploading one,
the reputation score changes,

if  or :

if , then ,

otherwise, , and .

If the new reputation score of the uploading peer exceeds the upper limit or is below the lower
limit of his reputation layer, then his reputation layer value is updated to the appropriate limit.

The rating policies have the effect that the reputation score of a peer is only controlled by better
behaved peers. Therefore, the badge of honour is needed to record the overall quality of downloads
provided be a peer, as measured by all downloaders regardless of their reputations. The values of the
badge of honour gives credentials to peers for all the files they provide, both good and bad. It helps a
starting peer to build his reputation, with a count of all the good and bad unit files he provides. At
first, he is more likely to get file requests from peers of similar reputation, who will not change his
reputation score, but only his badge of honour. Nevertheless, peers of higher reputations are likely to
refer to those values to choose or choose not him, when they are fetching new files that are only
available in the lower layers. The badge of honour helps them to discern the peers that seem to
provide good files from those that provide bad ones. So, a starting peer, by providing good files to the
peers of his layer, is investing to increase his reputation score later. However, the references provided
by the badge of honour, since they are attributed by all the peers regardless of their reputations, are
less reliable and should be trusted less; but they do have some value, since they help to distinguish
among peers in the same reputation layer. Since peers’ profile information only contains the
reputation layer, and not the score, the badge of honour is used to break reputation layer tails, when
selecting the best owner of a file.

Reputation
layer Li

1 2 3 4 5 6

Range of rep-
utation score

[86..100] [71..85] [50..70] [31..49] [16..30] [0..15]

Increment Su 1 2 3 4 5 9

Decrement Sd -9 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1

Table 1: Example of Reputation Mechanism Parameters

M j
F i i

M 1= Pi Pi
F
A
----+←

M 1–= N i N i
F
A
----+←

L j L> i L j Li n= =

M 1= S i S i Su Li( )F
A
----+←

M 1–= S i S i Sd Li( )F
A
----+←

i
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III. SIMULATION

Goals
We ran simulations to explore and verify the characteristics of our reputation mechanism.
Specifically, we want to show that the implemented reputation mechanism indeed does reward
production of popular new content and removal of defective content. To demonstrate this we
perform simulations that show the specific aspects of the model. Those aspects are the following.

1. Peers with good content rise, and peers with bad content fall.
2. Peers providing popular files rise faster than the ones providing unpopular files.
3. Cleaning files causes peers to rise and falsifying files causes peers to fall.
4. Peers at high layers have available a wider variety of good files and fewer bad files.

Methodology
We used some of the recommendations given by Schlosser et al. on how to simulate a file-sharing
peer-to-peer network [13]. The main steps of our simulation are the following.

1. Each simulation is based on a set of peers, each of whom possesses a collection of files and a
starting reputation.

2. A simulation consists of a series of cycles.
1. In each cycle every peer requests a file that he does not have. The request is successful if

there exist at least one peer that the downloader is allowed to download from, who owns
the file.

2. If the request is successful, the peer selects one peer from the collection of owners that are
available and that he is allowed to download from. Then, the download starts and takes a
fixed number of cycle to be completed.

3. If the request is not successful, his turn is skipped.
4. In each cycle, a peer also verifies if his oldest download has completed. A peer may check

the file and then submits an appreciation mark. If the verified file is good, he adds it to his
available files, otherwise he discards it. Some peers do not check files, but only directly add
them to their available files. When there is no check, no appreciation mark is sent. Some
peers, the bad ones, do not check but deliberately falsify the file before adding it to their
lists of available files.

3. Each simulation is repeated a number of times, and the average results used.
Simulations include combinations of peers types who behave differently and start in different
conditions. Simulations also differ according to which file request and owner selection methods are
used.

1. Peer behaviour. Peers exist in four varieties, and each simulation introduces different numbers
of peer of each kind. The behaviour of each type is summarized in Table 2. The varieties are
the following.

1. Special peers - Following Kamvar [5], we consider that there initially exist some trusted
peers, who we name ‘special peers’. They are the initial inhabitants of the system, selected
and trusted by the system designers, to get the system going. Naturally, they start in the
top layer and with no files. They request files, possible fetching them initially from the
lower layers and submitting appreciation marks that change the reputation score of the file
owners. Special peers always check files, submit honest appreciation and never falsify
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downloaded files. Once a special peer has finished downloading a file from a lower layer,
the file is available at his layer. Special peers become unimportant once the system is pop-
ulated by peers in all layers, but are essential to get the system going.

2. Good peers - They are trying to climb the reputation layers by introducing good content.
They start from the second lowest layer and are given initial files. They do not falsify files,
but can omit to consistently check the files they download.

3. Bad peers - They are trying to spread bad content in the system. They start from the sec-
ond lowest layer and are given initial files. They do not check the files they download and
more importantly they falsify the files they download.

4. Malicious peers - They are the ones that attempt first to build a good reputation, giving
them access to the highest reputation layer, then to cause harm by to polluting that layer.
We simulate them by making them start at the highest layer and then giving them a
behaviour similar to the bad peers one to see how fast their reputation falls.

2. File request follows one of two distributions. Files differ from one another in popularity, which
is the likelihood that they will be requested.

1. Random file requests - All the files have the same likelihood of being requested, so that
stimulate a system where all content has the same popularity. A peer selects at random a
file that he does not already have. This type of file request puts all peers on the same foot-
ing and removes luck, so that behaviour can be observed closely, without noise.

2. Real life distribution - In reality, files have a popularity and some files are more likely to be
selected than others. So a rank is given to each file and its popularity depends of it. Gum-
madi et al.[7] have observed that peer-to-peer system file requests follow a Zipf distribu-
tion over the files that a peer does not yet own. This type of file request is essential to
show how introducing popular good content helps to improve a peer’s reputation.

3. Peers have two alternatives to select the owner of the file they want to download. One method
is to select a random peer from the list of owners, from whom they are allowed to download.
The other one is to choose one of the best owners they have the right to select. Best owner
selection is done by investigating peer’s profile information, which contains his reputation
layer and his badge of honour. By default in the simulation, all the peers select the best owner,
they are allowed to choose when they download. But in some special cases, each type of peers
uses one of the two selection methods, in function of their more likely behaviour and of the
requirements of the simulation.

To simplify our simulation we made some general assumptions. First, we let all files have the same
size, keeping size to a constant of one. Thus, only the number of files matters and not their actual
size, which is not true in practice but is irrelevant to the simulation. Second, we assume fair ratings
are submitted since rating is a privilege available mostly to good and special peers. When a file is not
checked no appreciation is submitted and therefore no reputation variable is modified.

Results
The experiments discuss in this section examine simplified systems, to focus on particular

performance characteristics of our reputation mechanism. They are designed to incrementally verify
the properties of our reputation model, so that each property can first be understood before being
combined in more complex system configurations. The cases, we consider, are the following.
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• Experiment 1 - How are differences in file popularities making good peers rise?
• Experiment 2 - How do bad peers fall for providing bad files? How do good peers rise for pro-

viding good files?
• Experiment 3 - Does checking files help peers to rise? Does falsifying files make peers fall?
• Experiment 4 - What is the impact of malicious peers?
• Experiment 5 - Are highest layers better? Are they more protected from bad files?

All these experiments are run using a set of standard conditions, described below.
• Six reputation layers with reputation score ranges, increments and decrements values. The val-

ues are those defined in Table 1.
• Special peers start at the highest layer with a reputation score of 90, and have no files.
• Good and bad peers start at the second lowest layer with a reputation score of 22, and have ini-

tial files.
• Malicious peers start at the highest layer with a reputation score of 90, and have initial files.
• There is a number of files available in the system, initially randomly distributed among the

good, malicious and bad peers.
• All peers download in each cycle.
• Best owner selection to download the file from.
• Downloading time is four cycles.
• Simulations were repeated five times and the average results used.

EXPERIMENT 1 - EFFECT OF FILE POPULARITY ON REPUTATION SCORES

Case 1

In this simulation, we investigate the effect of file popularity on the rate at which good peers rise. Our
hypothesis is that peers who introduce more popular files rise faster. To show this, we simulate a
system with special peers and good peers, each good peer owning one file, with files differing in
popularity.

Additional parameters:
• 32 files.
• 10 special peers.
•  32 good peers, each peer starts with a unique file of an unique popularity.
•  File requests follow Zipf distribution.

Peer type Special Good Bad Malicious

Starting repu-
tation score

90 22 22 90

Starting repu-
tation layer

1 5 5 1

Initial files No Yes Yes Yes

Check files All the time Usually Never Never

Falsify files Never Never Most of the
time

Most of the
time

Table 2: Summary of peer behaviour by peer type
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•  38 cycles per run.

Each good peer provides one new file at the beginning of the simulation, but the files differ in
popularity. The graph above, Figure 1, plots how reputation scores change over time in the
simulation. The peer owning the most popular file (pop 1) rises to layer 2 in 14 cycles. The peer
owning the second most popular file (pop2) rises to layer 3 in 14 cycles. The peer owning the third
most popular file (pop3) rise to layer 3 after 25 cycles. Also the peer owning the eleventh most
popular file (pop11) rise to layer 3 after 28 cycles. The rest of the file owners are clustered together
having risen less. Nevertheless, by the end of the run, their owners lie just below layer 3. Inside the
cluster, the popularity of the file is not necessarily what grants a faster rise, which is understandable
by the difference in popularity not being so significant in the end of the distribution. For example,
the two lowest down peers in the cluster, own files of popularity 18th and 19th. Nevertheless, these
results show a big advantage for peers who own highly popular files. The most popular files are
requested by the special peers more widely in the early cycles, so their owners’ reputations rise
significantly from the start. Those peers detach themselves from the rest of the good peers who are
slower to increase their reputations. The distinctions between the large rises of the peers having the
three most popular files compared to the other peers is a consequence of the Zipf distribution, with
one exception, the peer owning the eleventh most popular file. Popularity distributed by a Zipf
distribution makes a small fraction of the files much more popular than the reminder. The effect is

Figure 1. This graph shows reputation score evolution over time, for peers that own files of
differing popularity.
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strong at the beginning, when few files have been exchanged. Afterwards, it decreases because special
peers then own the most popular files and begin to request less popular ones. Also, exceptions such as
the rise of the owner of the eleventh most popular file is explained by the advantage of downloading
from other peers. After a download is completed a peer shares that file. So, there is a factor of chance
in the request of a download for one of the most popular files. The peer that owns the eleventh most
popular file does not rise from the beginning like the owners of the three most popular files, but rises
above from the cluster around cycle 15. The change means that he has downloaded files that are quite
popular and therefore requested by special peers. Once his reputation is above the peers that belong
to the cluster, he is among the better peers that special peers are more likely to select him for
downloads. From then on, he continues his rise, benefiting from his high reputation and popular files
that he has downloaded. This case shows that downloading popular files brings an advantage since
they will be subsequently requested. The benefit is greater if the peer has a high score.

We can conclude from this simulation that our system rewards peers who bring new content,
especially popular content. The chosen configuration has only a small number of files, which allows
us to evaluate the long-term effect of popularity in a short simulation. It captures the quick rise owing
to popular files at the beginning and the slower rise less popular ones at the end.

Case 2

Three things observed in Case 1 are explained as the result of files being downloaded by low level
peers early in the simulation.

1. The slow ongoing rise of peers initially possessing unpopular files.
2. The anomalous rise of the peer with the eleventh most popular file.
3. The lower than expected rise of the peers who own the 18th and 19th most popular files
To test the explanations given above we ran another simulation, with this time the good peers not

downloading. Our hypothesis is that the cluster will be tighter, without the outliers observed above,
and that peers initially endowed with unpopular files will rise less.

Additional parameters:
• 100 files.
• 10 special peers.
• 10 good peers, each peer starts with a unique file of an unique popularity: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 20, 30,

40, 50, 60.
•  File requests follow Zipf distribution.
• Only special peers download.
•  200 cycles per run.

Each good peer provides one new file at the beginning of the simulation, but the files differ in
popularity, and popularities are farther apart. Good peers do not download from each other, resulting
in reputation score changing only from downloads of their initial file. Some files are not available,
and requests for them will fail. The graph below, Figure 2, plots how reputation scores change over
time for each good peer who owns only a single file throughout the simulation, their initial one. The
peer owning the most popular file (pop 1) rises to layer 3 in 10 cycles. The peer owning the second
most popular file (pop2) rises to layer 4 in 16 cycles. The peers owning the next two most popular
files available in the system (pop4 and pop8) rise to layer 4 after 5 cycles and 20 cycles respectively.
Then, the owner of files that are less popular (pop20, pop30, pop40 and pop16) rise closely together
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having increased their score by about 8 by the end of our simulation. The owners of the two least
popular files (pop50 and pop 60) finish just below the previous group around a score of 27. With the
exception of the owner the file ranked 16, the order of the increase in score exactly follows
popularity. Again the difference with the Zipf distribution of files ranked 16 and 20 is not great, but
of order 0.001 in the case of 100 files.

We can conclude from this simulation that the popularity of initial files plays a role, which is
significant mainly for the small fraction of highest popularity. The less popular files have more
random effects in the advantages they give.

EXPERIMENT 2 - GOOD VERSION AGAINST BAD VERSION OF A FILE

In this simulation, we investigate the difference between authentic files and inauthentic ones. We
want to investigate how peers rise for providing a good version of a file and how peers fall for
providing a bad one. Our hypothesis is that bad peers, who falsify files, are punished by having their
reputation scores dropped whereas good peers who do not falsify files are rewarded by having their
reputation scores increased. To show this, we simulate a system with special peers, good peers and
bad peers. Each good peer owns a file of different popularity that is also owned by one bad peer who
falsified his version.

Additional parameters:
• 100 files.
• 10 special peers.

Figure 2. This graph shows how reputation scores evolve over time, for good peers that own files
of different popularity and do not download.
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• 4 good peers, each with a file of popularity either 1, 5, 25, or 75.
• 4 bad peers, each having an inauthentic version of the same file as a good peer.
• Only special peers download in each cycle, to remove effect of downloads on reputation score

of good and bad peers.
• Special peer select at random from which owner they download, to accentuate the effect of rise

and fall for file quality. We want bad peers to be selected, even when their reputation scores are
below the good peer that owns the same file.

•  File requests follow Zipf distribution.
• 200 cycles per run.

Four different files differing in popularity (1, 5, 25,75) exist in the system. Those files exist in two
versions an authentic version owned by a good peer, and an inauthentic version owned by a bad peer.
The graph above, Figure 3, plots how reputation scores change over time for each of the eight peers.
The good peer owning the most popular file (G1) rises to layer 2 in 10 cycles. The three other good
peers who own files that are not as popular (G5, G25, G75) finish the simulation at layer 3, having
risen a little, as is usual given the simulation parameters. Each good peer has only a single file during
all the simulation so their rise depends only on that unique file they share. Once a file has been
downloaded by a special peer, other special peers are as likely to download it from the special peer as
from the good peer who introduced the file. Finally a lot of the files are not available, 96 of them, so
a lot of requests fail. As for the bad peers who own bad versions of the files, their reputation scores
fall. The bad peer who owns the most popular file (B1) has his reputation score close to 1 after only
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Figure 3. This graph shows score evolution over time, of four good peers and four bad peers
for providing the same files but of different quality. G stands for good file, B stands for bad file,
the number is the popularity rank of the file.
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10 cycles. The bad peers who own the file of popularity 5 (B5) also get his reputation score falling to
11 after 50 cycles. Another hand, the two bad peers who own files of lesser popularity, 25 and 75 (B25
and B50), have their reputation scores falling slowly but continuously, reaching around 15 and 16
after the 200 cycles of our simulation. Their file popularities are not part of the small fraction of files
that are requested frequently.

We can conclude from this simulation that falsifying files makes reputation score fall whereas
having the authentic files makes reputation rise. Naturally, the fall and the rise are larger the more
popular the file.

EXPERIMENT 3 - CHECKING AND FALSIFYING FILES INVESTIGATION

In this simulation, we investigate the effect of file checking and file falsifying on peers’ reputation
scores. Checking files means that after downloading a file the peer checks its validity before sharing
it. In the absence of checking, there is a possibility that the file is bad, and in that case, peer’s
reputation would fall if a peer from a higher reputation layer requests the file from him and notices
the file is bad. Falsifying a file is different. A downloaded file is made bad whether it was good or not.
Our hypothesis is that peers who check consistently and never falsify files are rewarded for their
exemplary behaviour by having their reputation scores increase. To show this, we simulate a system
with special peers and nine types of peers differing in their probabilities of checking and falsifying, as
described in Table 3. For this simulation, we ignore differences in file popularity, and make file
requests random, so that all peers with starting files are on the same footing, their files being
requested the same amount.

Additional parameters:
• 100 files.
• 10 special peers.
• 27 peers, 3 of each category A-I, as defined in Table 3. Each peer starts with 20 random files.
• Random owner selection is used by all the peers.
• File requests follow a uniform random distribution so that all files have the same popularity.
• 200 cycles per run.

Checking file probability
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Table 3: Categories of behaviour for checking and falsifying files
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A peer has two probabilities, one for his likelihood to check files and another for his likelihood to
falsify files. Special peers have fixed behaviour, they always check and never falsify, they are not part
of our investigation, but are the trusted peers that issue the ratings that change other peers’
reputation scores. The probabilities of each behaviour, checking and falsifying, are restricted to three
types: all the time, half the time, and never. We have three peers in each category of checking and
falsifying probability combinations. The graph above, Figure 4, plots how reputation scores evolve
over time for each of the nine categories of peers. Peers of category C are the only ones whose
reputation scores increase monotonically. Those peers are the ones that check files all the time and
that never falsify files (C:c=1,f=0). These peers reach the highest layer after 80 cycles and obtain a
reputation score of 100 after 150 cycles. The simulation shows that their exemplary behaviour pays
off, as their reputation scores increase fast and to the top. Peers of category B increase their
reputation scores until cycle 80, after which their scores fall. These peers never falsify their files, but
only check the files they download half of the time (B:c=0.5,f=0). As bad files spread through the
system, especially in the lowest layers from which these peers mostly download, they get infected by
more and more bad files. The carelessness of not checking files is punished by a reputation falling
from the layer 2 at cycle 70 to close to layer 5 by cycle 200. Similarly, peers of category A who also
never falsify files, but never check their files(A:c=0,f=0) have their reputation scores that initially
increase but then drop even more than those of peers of category B. Their reputation scores are as
high as 60, layer 3, by cycle 50, but are back at 22 by cycle 200. The two categories of peers B and A,
initially live off their 20 initial files that are authentic versions and that they did not falsify, however
once they start downloading from random peers without checking their reputation scores decrease
due to their indolence. Peers of category F are bizarre, they always check the files they download,
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Figure 4. This graph shows score evolution over time as peers check files and falsify files
behaviours vary. The categories of behaviour are defined see Table 3.
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rejecting them if they are not authentic, and adding them otherwise. However when they add a good
file, half of the time they falsify it (F:c=1,f=0.5). Therefore, peers of category F never add a bad
downloaded file to their available files, but add good downloaded files that they falsify half the time.
Therefore, these peers always have half of their files bad, independently of how much bad files exist
in the system. Their reputation scores rise at first because at layer 5, providing a good file pays more
(+5) than providing a bad file costs (-2). This explains why their reputation scores increase up to 48,
layer 4, at cycle 100. From this maximum their reputation scores fall down to 40, the middle position
in the layer 4, where a good file gives +4 whereas a bad file give -3 to their reputation score. It makes
sense that the peers of category F stabilize around this location since they deliver half of their files
bad and half of their files good. Peers of categories E (E:c=0.5,f=0.5) and D (D:c=0,f=0.5) also falsify
the files they download, but do not consistently check unlike peers of category F. Therefore, they
own more bad files as the system contains more bad files. Their bad files are issued from two sources,
the bad ones they download and add without checking, plus the ones they intentionally falsify.
Because at the start of the simulation only half of their files are bad and the gain is higher in
reputation score for a good file than the cost for a bad one, their reputations initially rise. However,
once they own more bad files than good ones their reputation scores fall. The reputations of peers in
category D fall faster as they never check files, so they have more bad ones. Finally peers of categories
I (I:c=1,f=1), H (H:c=0.5,f=1) and G (G:c=0,f=1) undergo the same evolution in their reputations
scores, which continuously fall from the start and reach 0 after 50 cycles. The fall has two rates first a
slope of -2 when they are in reputation layer 5, then a rate of -1 when they drop to layer 6. As all their
files are bad, they always get bad ratings. Peers of category I fall a little bit slower because they have
fewer files. Since those peers always check and reject the bad downloaded files, they add fewer files,
but the ones they add are consistently falsified. Peers of categories I, H, G are severely punished,
which is natural as they only provide bad files.

Also, we notice by the end of the simulation, more abrupt declines in the reputation scores of all
the categories, with the exception of category C. Peers with the highest reputation but who however
own few bad files are the ones most affected (category B). Those decreases in reputation scores are
the result of few bad files being requested frequently. In effect, the simulation started with 100 files
distributed among the 27 non-special peers, each initially being given randomly 20 files. Since 9 of
the peers always falsify files and 9 falsify half of the times, 270 files are inauthentic versions of the 100
files collection. Similarly, 270 files authentic versions of the 100 files collection. Therefore, there are
chance that some of the 100 files only exist in bad versions. After 100 cycles, peers own most of the
100 files available. However, the well-behaved peers are still trying to complete their collection from
which they are missing those files that only exist in bad versions. By the end of the simulation,
requests are mostly for the few files that exist in only bad versions in the system. We deduce that it is
essential for peers to introduce new content throughout their existence because there is no guarantee
that cleaning procedures are 100% effective.

We can conclude four important points from this simulation. The first one is that exemplary
behaviour of consistently checking and never falsifying downloaded files (category C), is the most
rewarded by our reputation system. The second one is that cleaning files is essential to maintain a
good reputation score (evolution of category C compared to categories A and B), especially when the
system is contaminated by many bad files. Not checking files often enough significantly decreases
reputation scores (categories A and B). The third is that falsifying files produces significant fall in
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reputation score (categories D to I). When falsifying only half the time, an initial rise in reputation
score is followed by a significant fall if files are not consistently checked, making bad files in a larger
supply. When falsifying files consistently, the reputation score continuously decreases. The fourth
point we observe, is that the reputation layer increments and decrements have the desired effect of
moving peers quickly to the appropriate reputation layer. Peers are moved to the reputation layer
they deserve to belong after a short time and without having the chance to cause significant harm to
other peers.

EXPERIMENT 4 - MALICIOUS PEERS

In this simulation, we investigate the extent to which explicitly malicious peers can harm the system.
Malicious peers are peers that first behave well to reach the highest reputation layer and then switch
behaviour, attempting to spread falsified files while taking advantage of their high reputations. The
aim of malicious peers is to cause the most harm to the exchange system, by attacking the most
protected layer. We are interested to see how our reputation mechanism helps to minimize attacks by
malicious peers. Our hypothesis is that malicious peers who are at the highest layer and start to
behave badly, will fall from their preferential positions faster than the time it took them to get there.
Indeed, our system requires malicious peers to first invest, before being able to harm, and the overall
impact on the system is a gain. To show this, we simulate a system with all four types of peers. Both
special and malicious peers start at the highest layer, the first one interested in downloading good
files from highly reputated owners and the second one interested in spreading bad files to the best
peers. Good and bad peers have the same behaviours as in previous simulations. For this simulation,
we ignore differences in file popularity, and make file requests random. Special peers select best
owners, which give an advantage to malicious peers, whereas other peers select random owners.

Additional parameters:
• 100 files.
• 10 special peers, all using best owner selection.
• 12 others peers starting with 20 random files, all using random owner selection:

• 4 good peers who check all the time and never falsify files
• 4 bad peers who consistently falsify files
• 4 malicious peers who have reached the highest layer (layer 1, reputation score 90) at the begin-

ning of the simulation and are attempting to spread falsify files from now on.
• File requests follow a uniform random distribution so that files have the same popularity.
• 100 cycles per run.

Malicious peers start at the highest layer, providing only falsified files. Due to their high
reputations, they are the preferred owners when special peers select peers for downloads. The graph
below, Figure 5, shows the results of our simulation. After 15 cycles, of providing bad files to special
peers, malicious peers reputations have dropped to the reputation score of 22, the score given to new
peers entering the system. Starting our simulation from the highest reputation layer means that
malicious peers have been previously required to behave well to rise at this privileged position. The
evolution of the reputation scores of the good peers show how much it is necessary to invest to reach
the highest reputation layer. Good peers take about 46 cycles of good behaviour (meaning providing
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good files to special peers), to reach the highest layer from the usual starting position. It takes longer,
80 cycles, to reach the reputation score of 90, the score from where we assume malicious peers started
to behave badly. So our simulation shows that the time invested to reach a reputation score of 90
starting at a score of 22, is 5 times larger than the time it takes to fall back from it while providing bad
files. Also, we observed that after 12 cycles, malicious and good peers have the same reputation score
of 38, the first one having dropped by 42 and the second one having risen by 16. This means that the
rate of the fall (3.5 points/cycle) for providing bad files while starting at the top is much higher than
the rate of the rise (1.2 points/cycle) for providing good files while starting at the normal entry
position. In effect, rates at which reputation scores change are different at the various layers. As we
can see the reputation scores of good peers increase more for good files when their scores are low
than when they are high (the beginning of the rise of good peers compared to the end of their rise).
Similarly, for the same action of providing bad files, malicious peers’ slope of the fall is larger than
the one bad peers, because the former start from higher reputation scores than the latter. These
desired effects are due to our system rewarding good files more when given out by peers from lower
reputations than higher ones, and punishing bad files more from peers who have higher reputations
than lower ones.

We can conclude that our system is resistant to malicious peers’ attack, since their net benefit to
our system is positive. It is futile for malicious peers to attack as the amount they invest in good
behaviour more than compensates for the cost of their subsequent bad behaviour.
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Figure 5. This graph shows the evolution of scores over time for the three kinds of peers: good (starting
bottom with good files), bad (starting at the bottom with bad files) and malicious (starting at the top
attempting to spread bad files).
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EXPERIMENT 5 - HIGHEST LAYER IS CLEANER

For our last simulation, we check overall effects of our reputation mechanism: to show how removing
bad downloaded files from the shared list, increases reputation, whereas falsifying good files decreases
reputation. Also, we want to show that the hierarchy of layers with their policies provides a better
environment at the top and a worse one at the top. Our hypotheses are that peers rise according to
the amount they clean downloaded files, that peers fall according to the amount they falsify
downloaded files, and that top layers have more good files that lower ones. For this simulation, we
use special, good and bad peers. Special peers pick random owners when selecting peers from whom
they download. Good peers check files with various probabilities, and select the best owner when
downloading at the same probability as they check downloaded files. Bad peers falsify files with
various probabilities and always select a random owner from whom to download. Again, in this
simulation, files have identical popularities, so that all good and bad peers start on the same footing,
their files being requested the same amount.

Additional parameters:
• 300 files.
• 10 special peers, with best owner selection.
• 24 good peers starting with 30 random files, checking files and selecting best owner by either

100%, 90%, 80%, 70%, 50% and 0% of the time. There are 4 good peers in each case.
• 24 bad peers starting with 30 random files, falsifying files by either 100%, 80%, 70%, 60%,

50%, and 40% of the time. There are 4 bad peers in each case. All 24 bad peers pick random
owner.

• File requests follow a uniform random distribution so that all files have the same popularity.
• 300 cycles per run.

The figure below, Figure 6, shows the evolution of reputation score for all categories of good peers
who check their downloaded files and of bad ones who falsify theirs, both behaviours are defined by a
fixed probability. The results show that the good peers who consistently check files (G:c=100%) have
their reputation scores that rise to 100 after 150 cycles whereas the bad ones who consistently falsify
files (B:f=100%) have reputation scores that fall to 0 after 100 cycles. Both the increase of good peers’
reputations and the decrease of bad ones’ correspond to the extend of their good and bad behaviour.
The less a good peer checks, the less his reputation score rises. Similarly, the less a bad peer falisifies,
the less his reputation score falls. Both changes in reputation, one rewarding, the other one
punishing, depend of the magnitude of the good behaviour in one case, and of the bad behaviour in
the other. The evolution of those whose behaviour is less extreme are interesting cases. More
specifically, good peers who due to negligence never check (G:c=0%) have at first their reputation
scores rise, due to their initial files that are all good. They rise to a score of 70 by cycle 100. However
as the simulation continues, they acquire from random owners new files that they never check from
random owners. Some downloaded files are inevitably falsified ones and since they do not clean,
passing on bad files makes their reputation scores decrease: by cycle 300 the score is down to 52. Also,
bad peers who do not falsify files extensively (B:f=40%,f=50%), at first have their reputation scores
rise for a short period of time, to a reputation score of 39 by cycle 70. But after having benefited from
their initial files, only half of which are falsified, they later acquire, in addition to the files they
intentionally falsify, bad files that they download and which increase their ratio of bad files to good
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ones. Like all peers they are only allowed to download from peers that have similar reputation scores.
So, as the good peers move up, they can only download from nearby bad peers and therefore increase
their likelihood of downloading bad files. They begin to fall soon after the good peers have risen to
higher layers. By the end of the simulation bad peers who falsify only half of their files, who reached a
maximum score of 39 at cycle 70, have dropped back to 22 by cycle 300. Finally, note the overall
decline of all peers towards the end of our simulation, excepting only good peers that consistently
check (G:c=100%). The reason is that a few files exist only in bad versions. In effect, our simulation
started with 300 files, with good and bad peers having 30 each. There exist a few files, about 4 on
average, that exist only in a bad version1. So, after the simulation has ran through 300 cycles, most
peers own most of the files. However, special peers and good peers who clean all their files, reject any
bad files and continue to request those few bad files, expecting eventually to fetch a good version.
Thus, the ‘all bad’ files are requested more and more. High reputation peers who have them receive
the requests and their reputations fall steadily. This effect reproduces the damage done to peers who
have popular bad files. To avoid declining in the long term, introducing new good content is
essential, especially for good peers that do not consistently clean downloaded files. Introducing good
new files that are likely to be requested tends to counteract the effect that bad files cause.

1. With uniform random distribution of files and the number of bad peers who falsify files, more files should
only exist in bad version, but we reduced the likelihood.

Figure 6. This graph shows score evolution over time as good peers check files more or less and bad
peers falsify files more or less.
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The results observed in this experiment supplement those of Experiment 3, because they show
similar patterns of behaviour, investigating further the most concrete and likely ones. However, for
this simulation, we also record the proportion of files in each layer that are good, to prove that higher
layers are better. The results are shown in Figure 7 above. All layers, with the exception of entrance
layer 5, start no files at all. Layer 5 starts with around 80% good files, and 20% bad files. As cycles
pass the number of good files in layer 5 drops to around 40%, because of bad peers in that layer who
falsify files and of good peers who climb to above layers. However, soon after the beginning of our
simulation, around 10 cycles, the number of good files in layer 1 is close to 100%, as special peers
fetch files from peers in the entrance layer, and conserve only the good ones. Looking closely at the
numbers bad files in that top layer are always less than 1%. After, also 10 cycles, layer 4, the one just
above the entrance layer 5, contains 98% good files. Afterwards the percentage of layer 4 drops, to
around 50%, because peers who check their files have gone on to higher layers. Layers 3 and 2 have
their percentage of good files reach a maximum around 95%, they start high and drop for the same
reason, eventually reaching an equilibrium point that corresponds to the behaviour of their
inhabitants. Layer 3 settles down with 76% of its files good whereas layer 2 settles down with 95% of
its files good. As for the lower layer, layer 6 it contains 20% of good files as the worst peers that
entered the system fall. These results show that layers gather peers according to their behaviours, the
worst peers at the bottom, the best peers at the top, creating a graded environment. The layers
group peers according to how much they clean and how much they falsify.

We conclude that our reputation mechanism makes the highest reputation layer, a layer of better
quality. The numbers of our simulation shows that by the end of our simulation all the good files
exist in the top layer and the missing files have only bad versions. So, there exist an incentive to
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behave well to have access to this privileged position, which makes available the best files and
excludes dangerous or annoying bad files.

IV. DISCUSSION

We proposed a model for a layered reputation mechanism and we ran simulations to explore and
verify its characteristics. We showed that the modelled and implemented reputation mechanism gives
advantages to peers who provide good content and filter out bad content. It rewards most those peers
who produce new, popular, high quality content. We demonstrated four important characteristics of
our reputation mechanism and the environment it generates. The first is that reputations of peers
with good content rise and reputations of peers with bad content fall. The second one is that good
peers’ reputations rise higher when they provide more popular files. The third one is that cleaning
files also helps peers to climb up the reputation layers, and that falsifying files makes peers fall down
the reputation layers. The fourth characteristic is that the layers differ in the quality of files they
contain: the higher layers have more good files and the lower layers have more bad files. Our system
relies on building layers which separate peers according to their behaviours. This structure is crucial
to give the best behaved peers protection from the abusive and destructive ones. Our reputation
mechanism provides an environment that contains strong incentives for good behaviour, because it is
required to benefit from the advantages that our system offers. Peers, that enter the exchanging
system must provide good behaviour to rise to the top layer and benefit from the better quality
available there. Investment and participation are necessary at first, but pay off later. As a result, the
system is attractive to good peers and unattractive to bad ones, which is our main goal.

The model is clearly interesting enough to warrant further investigation, in both abstract and real
life environments. We have not yet done a full scale simulation that includes thousands of peers, files
and cycles, which will essential to fully assess the validity of our claims about its characteristics.
However, the focused experiments reported here show results that are both promising and
convincing. Now, it is necessary to verify the model’s scalability with a full scale simulation, then to
deploy the system a working peer-to-peer network.

In this report, we omitted discussing the types of network architecture on which our reputation
mechanism could be implemented in practice. In our simulation approach, we considered the
response of the reputation mechanism model to peers of different types. Therefore, we used a
centralized authority to handle access to and update of the peers’ reputation data. However, as a
central repository of peer data, this configuration is not desirable. A pure peer-to-peer configuration,
which is entirely decentralized, is preferred, as it provides significant scalability advantages. Making
our reputation mechanism effective in a fully decentralized configuration is a complex task, because
reputation scores must be handled in a trusted and secure fashion. In our previous report [5], we
proposed storing peers’ reputation variables locally, but restricting their access and control to better
behaved peers, using a black-box design with access control. We proposed to establish many
responsibility trees with edges branching between peers of the different layers, the leaves being the
peers at the lowest reputation layer and the root being one peer at the highest reputation layer.
Passing encrypted public and private keys through these trees would allow authorized peers to update
the reputation scores of other peers. Alternatively, the method of Gupta et al. [10], discussed in
Previous Work could be adapted. Their method uses a central agent process that updates reputation
scores that are securely kept locally by each peer. The idea is similar to our initial one, certainly more
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robust, but required further investigation. Nevertheless, our reputation mechanism can easily be
implemented on top of a semi-decentralized configuration, where special peers play the role of super-
nodes, assumed to be trustworthy and therefore given important responsibilities such as updating
other peers’ reputations.

As for robustness, we must carefully examine the assumptions that we made in conceiving our
system. For example, we assumed that ratings are fair. At first glance, this is reasonable, because
investment is necessary to reach higher layers, there is an incentive to keep the system going by
giving fair ratings. The rating that matter the most, the one updating the reputation score, is a
privilege only granted to peers that have been recognized as behaving ideally. Rating is a
responsibility which should not be used to jeopardize personal effort. Malicious peers, however, may
not give fair ratings and by consequence it is necessary to improve the robustness of rating. We need
a mechanism to resist malicious peers who give false ratings to subvert the efficiency of the system. A
mechanism to detect the credible ratings from not credible ones will solve this problem. The
mechanism introduced by Mekouar [11], discussed in Previous Work, could supplement our
reputation computations. Then, peers who produce not credible ratings will be identified as such, and
their ratings will count less.

Our reputation mechanism uses various parameters to produce its results. We mostly concentrated
on observing different types of peer behaviour. But, for example, we omitted to examine empirically
the functions that determine increment and decrement reputation changes. These parameters, and
many others, need to be understood and tuned to produce an optimal system.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a layered reputation mechanism for peer-to-peer system and ran simulations to validate
the characteristics we aimed for in its design. The simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the reputation mechanism at creating incentives for good behaviour and at discouraging bad
behaviour. Providing good content is rewarded and introducing new good content is essential to
climb fast. Attempting to spread bad content is severely punished and not cleaning files due to
indolence decreases reputation scores. We are aware that our system should be investigated further,
but the initial steps provided in this report are a foundation that shows the feasibility of our proposal.
We have shown that the concepts we aim for provide a producing factory-like environment, where
long term investment in production is necessary to optimize future benefits. Production is strongly
rewarded and good sharing strongly encouraged. Our system provides content that is more valuable
in the long run because it is updated by new peers who need to climb to higher layers. This aspect
makes our system better than current peer-to-peer systems whose popularity and survival seems
limited and ephemeral. Our system poorly rewards peers who treat it as a treasure house. Trying to
capture the loot and running out is not worth the time, as the acquired treasure will mostly be of bad
quality.
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